Window ed generalized screen propagators are applied to poststac k and prestac k depth migrations. F or the SEG EAEG salt model, the v elocity distributions are window ed in to a few bloc ks with large overlapping areas. By combining the window ed F ourier transform and the in terpolation tec hnique, the method improves both the accuracy and computational e ciency. Comparisons with the phase-screen and the Kirchho migration methods demonstrate that the window ed screen method has the great potential for subsalt imaging in the case of strong velocity con trasts.
Introduction
Depth migration is an important step in identifying the poten tialtargets for oil and gas exploration. Strongcon trast heterogeneous media present a great c hallenge to the migration methods. Many standard methods whic hw ork w ell in w eak-con trastmedia often fail in this case. The Kirchho approach, the most commonly used method for prestack depth migration, relies on the high-frequency appro ximationof ray-tracing. It may face the problems of caustics, multiple arriv als, shado w zones, and even caotic ra ys F ei et al., 1996; Audebert et al., 1997 . More accurate ray-tracing that takes into account m ulti-pathing and computes the correct amplitudes of each arriv al is computationally more expensive and more di cult to implement. Wave equation based methods can avoid these di culties. F ull tw o-w ay w ave equation Ba ysal et al., 1985 are capable of solving wave solutions for arbitrary complex media but are time consuming. One-way methods based on the paraxial w ave equation are more e cien t but are di cult to improve the angular accuracy Claerbout, 1985; Hale, 1991; Nautiyal et al., 1993 . Higher-order approximations are more accurate, but are also more costly. Methods in frequency-wavenumber domain, such as phaseshift Gazdag, 1978 and phase-shift plus interpolation approaches Gazdag and Sguazzero, 1984 , generally require smooth variation of the lateral velocity.
The screen propagators, including split-step Fourier method Sto a et al., 1990, phase-screen and pseudoscreen methods Wu, 1994 Wu, , 1996 Huang and Wu, 1996; de Hoop et al., 1998 , work well for w eak-con trast media. In the case of strong-contrast media, such as the saltdome related structures where velocity of the salt can be 3-4 times higher than the surrounding media, ho w ever,the method is only accurate for small angle incident w aves and produces large errors for wide-angle w aves.Multiple reference velocity methods Kessinger, 1992; Huang and Fehler, 1997 can improve signi cantly the performance in this case, but with increased computations due to the multiple global Fourier transforms involv ed. Window ed screen propagator Wu and Jin, 1997 in which the window ed F ourier transform is used, can o vercome the shortcoming of the global bac kground velocity and still keep many adv an tagesof the screen methods. F or the salt model, the velocity distributions can be window ed into a few bloc ks with large overlapping areas. In those areas, w e modify the window w eigh ting in to an in terpolation summation.
In this w ork w e will apply the method in poststack and common-shot prestack depth migration of the SEG EAEG salt model and further explore the advantages of the method by comparing with those of the phase-screen and Kirchho methods.
The windowed screen propagator
Starting from the acoustic w aveequation and taking the screnn approximation, the dual-domain expression for the forward scattered wave eld PsKT ; z i+1 a t t h e extrapolated depth zi+1 is PsKT ; z = i 2 k 2 ze i z F T x T SxT ; z ipxT ; z i 1 where F T x T : denotes the 2D F ourier transform over xT , and KT = Kx; K y is the transv erse w avenumber. k = !=v0z is the w avenum ber in bac kground medium with the reference velocity o f v0z, is the v ertical w avenum ber with = p k 2 , K 2 T , and SxT ; z i is the slo wness perturbation within the screen. The total w ave eldP KT ; z at depth zi+1 is then calculated by the sum of the scattered wave eld and the primary w ave eldP0KT ; z i+1 whic hpropagates in the bac kground medium. Under the small angle approximation, w e obtain the phase-screen propagator PKT ; z i+1 = e i z F T x T e ikSx T ;z i z pxT; z i 2
In the case of strong-contrast heterogeneous media, the global nature of the background velocity selection makes the method less accurate for steep dip re ectors. The window ed F ourier transform can be applied to the screen propagator to overcome these shortcomings. where, fx is the original function, Fx; kx is its windo w ed transform, x is the spatial variable of input function, kx is the transformed wavenumber, and gx is the window or weigh ting function.
If g is chosen to be a Gaussian function gx = where gxT is the window with its norm jjgjj = 1 , is the w avenum ber perturbation corresponding to the interaction of w ave eldswith the heterogeneities and can be approximated with di erence schemes. F or the phase-screen appro ximation,it is simply the slowness perturbation multiplied by the frequency.
Applications to depth migration for SEG EAEG salt model A 2D slice, pro le A-A' of the 3D SEG EAEG salt model O'Brien and Gra y,1996, is used to test the accuracy of the window ed screen propagator migration and to compare with other methods. First we do depth migration on the zero-o set synthetic data. As we discussed before Wu and Jin, 1997, the high-velocity and irregular shape of the salt body cause some di culties in obtaining good image quality. The traditional phase-screen method works well for w eak con trast media. In this case, ho w ever, it's only accurate for nearly vertical inciden tw aves. Also the choice of reference velocity will have signi cant impact on imaging accuracy. Figure 1a shows a phase-screen migration result with the minimum velocity as the reference velocity. We see that strong migration noises are presen ted due tothe errorneous phase corrections for large angle waves and the interferences of di erent w avefron ts. It w ould be di cult to interpretate the true steep steep dip structures. Figure 1b is the depth image with the same phase-screen method, but with an average reference velocity in eac h depth lev el. The noise seems to be attenuated, but some portion of energy is lost for the salt ank. The image is also distorted at the top of salt. Because of the choice of the average reference v elocity , w ave modes with large wavenumbers that are associated with the steep dip events are suppressed.
The result using the window ed screen method is sho wn in Figure 1c . Not only most of the subsalt structure is reconstructed clearly, but also the steep re ectors, including the steeply dipping interfaces and the faults, are correctly imaged. In con trast, for the Kirc hho migration method sho wn in Fig.1d , almost all steep subsalt structures are missing. The base of the salt is not continuous. The background noise from incorrectly migrated elds are also strong beneath the salt body. F uthermore, some false faults appear due to the multi-pathing arrivals and coherent noises.
The second example is the prestack depth migration on the SEG EAEG salt model. The synthetic data set consists of 325 shot gathers. F or eac h shot,there are 176 receiv ers at 80f t spacing, with the spread from -14000 to 0 f t negativ e means the location of receiv ers left to the shotpoint. The source position ranges from 0-51840 f t with its increment of 160 f t . The sampling interval is 8ms with 626 samples per trace.
The Ric kerw aveletis used in the migration as a source function with dominant frequency of 12 H z . The o set range used here is 0-14000 f t . Figure 2a shows the phase-screen migration result with the reference velocity being the minimum at each depth level. The left salt ank and the subsalt structures are not w ell positioned. F uthermore, strong noises exist beneath the salt. When the average reference velocity is chosen, the subsalt structures are better imaged, how ever, the image at the top of salt is distorted Fig. 2b . Figure  2c is the result by our window ed screen method. Most structure elements are resonably clear and correctly positioned. It is eviden tthat the image is m uch better than the top tw o panels of gure 2. No w let's see the result of the common-o set Kirchho migration done by Michael O'Brien and Samuel Gray. First arriv al traveltime was used in the method. As shown in the bottom panel of gure 2, strong noises also exist beneath the salt, while the at layer at the base of the model is not appeared, since the ray-tracing fails to give either the maximum-energy arrivals or those of other multiple arrivals in complex structures.
Conclusions
A window ed screen propagator is applied to poststac k and prestack depth migrations. By use of the window ed F ourier transform, the method overcomes the shortcoming of the global nature of the background velocity and still k eeps man y adv an tages of the screen method. It w orks w ell in poststac k and prestac k depth migration for the SEG EAEG salt model data where strongcon trast v elocities exist bet w een the salt body and the surrounding medium. Comparisons with the con ventional phase-screen and the Kirchho methods demonstrate that the window ed screen method has great potential for subsalt imaging and other strong-contrast structure imaging. 
